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Abstract—Inception of flow tables as data plane abstraction, 

and forwarding rules that are managed by centralized controllers 

in emerging Software Defined Networks (SDN) has stemmed 

significant progress in OpenFlow based architectures. SDN is 

particularly fueled by data center networking and cloud 

computing. OpenFlow coupled with cloud solutions provide 

dynamic networking capabilities. With the benefits obtained 

from network services, security enforcement become more 

important and need powerful techniques for its implementation. 

Extensive researches in cloud security bring forward numerous 

methods of leveraging the SDN architecture with efficient 

security enforcement. The future of SDN and mobile networks is 

also enlightened if security models are satisfactory to cover 

dynamic and flexible requirements of evolving networks. This 

paper presents a survey of the state of the art research on 

security techniques in OpenFlow based cloud environments. 

Security is one of the main aspect of any network. A fair study 

and evaluation of these methods are carried out in the paper 

along with the security considerations in SDN and its 

enforcement. The security issues and recommendations for 5g 

network are covered briefly. This work provides an 

understanding of the problem, its current solution space, and 

anticipated future research directions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing cannot adequately handle the increased 
demands of its customers with the traditional network 
management techniques. Network devices are complex 
devices, which require individual configuration to change the 
network behavior. Therefore, to achieve high level of 
connectivity and communication, cloud computing deployment 
architectures are propelled by Software Defined Networks 
(SDN). SDN is introduced as a flexible way to control network 
in a more sophisticated and planned manner, with OpenFlow as 
the most commonly used SDN protocols [29]. SDN with 
centralized control on the network devices, make network open 
and programmable. Instead of configuring the network devices 
individually, an administrator can program the behavior of a 
network centrally. The organizations can develop and install 
applications for specific network behaviors. These applications 

can be for security, traffic engineering, QoS, switching, 
routing, virtualization, load balancing and many others based 
on network evolution and new innovations. The core of SDN is 
to introduce flexibility that evolves with the speed of software. 
SDN is an enabling technology for 5G [53]. SDN with 
separated control and forwarding plan has also been applied in 
wireless networks [54]. The SDN architecture is presented in 
Fig. 1. The OpenFlow acts as an interface between the control 
plane and forwarding layer. Section I of the paper gives a brief 
introduction of SDN and related work. In Section II of the 
paper Dynamic Cloud Network Management is discussed, 
which includes various virtualization techniques and its 
implementation. It also explains the scope of cloud services in 
a virtualized environment. Section III of the paper elaborates 
the types of security considerations in SDN and their 
enforcement in various layers of SDN. Section IV deals with 
the detail regarding cloud security and OpenFlow. A brief 
discussion about the security in future network is also added in 
the last section of the paper. To start with, next section is 
regarding the OpenFlow based SDN. 

A. OpenFlow based SDN 

The OpenFlow is a network control protocol maintained by 
Open Networking Foundation [1]. SDN concept decouples the 
control plane from the data plane, whereas OpenFlow define 
the rules for the communication between the controller and a 
switch [4]. While managing the network traffic, OpenFlow 
generates a flow table. The OpenFlow table contains match, 
priority, counters, instruction, time-outs and cookie fields. All 
these fields work together to identify and manage network 
traffic [30]. SDN implemented on OpenFlow offers many 
advantages for cloud environments. The OpenFlow in SDN 
can be programmed to streamline the network traffic with high 
security feature. SDN increase the network visibility of the 
devices offered, as the control is centralized and it can view 
both the real and the virtual devices. Full view of the resources 
facilitates the resource optimization; hence increase the 
elasticity of the cloud. 

OpenFlow defines rules for packet forwarding in 
OpenFlow switches, describes rules for flow tables and handles 
the delivery of data packets from one location to another. The 
statistics about the traffic passing through the OpenFlow 
switch can be reviewed from flow tables. OFPacketIn, 
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OFPacketOut and OFFlownod are frequent OpenFlow events 
to which controller can listen and respond back. The OpenFlow 
protocol is accepted by many major switches and the routers 
manufacturing company to support and deliver products 
compatible with OpenFlow protocol. 

B. Redefined Cloud Network with OpenFlow 

Open Networking Foundation (ONF) is the group who is 
working extensively in the field of dynamic networking 
architecture via SDN technology. Introduction of OpenFlow 
based SDN changed the way of networking in a cloud 
environment. SDN redefined the cloud network to meet the 
price, performance, scalability and dynamic demand of the 
clients for cloud services. The solution offered by the SDN is 
the mix of intelligence and flexibility of routing techniques 
with a higher capacity of integrated application. This concept 
supports the programmable control interface which decouples 
and abstracts the control plane from the data plane [29]. With 

the introduction of SDN, control of the resources gets 
centralized which exponentially decrease the cost of the 
hardware infrastructure and cost of management of the 
network. OpenFlow switch permits selective forwarding of 
data based on inputs from the controller, which decreases the 
unwanted traffic in the network. The OpenFlow based SDN 
architecture allows devices to be programmed according to the 
need of the client [1], [30]. The cloud service providers can use 
SDN applications to supervise network conditions, 
provisioning of network resources and network flow traffic to 
increase the performance, security and quality of service in the 
cloud. In the OpenFlow network environment, the 
functionalities to control the devices are programmed in the 
control box and data packet forwarding behavior is handled by 
the central controller for all the devices. SDN control plane 
supports the traditional feature as well as latest functionalities 
introduced by the OpenFlow based SDN techniques [30].

 
Fig. 1. Openflow based SDN architecture.

II. DYNAMIC CLOUD NETWORK MANAGEMENT 

Traditional cloud providers allow user to customize the 
facilities like, operating systems, hardware specification, 
storage and execution environment, however, they do not allow 
them to customize client’s network environment. Virtual 
Private Cloud is an implementation of dynamic networking 
services. It permits users to develop network topologies to suit 
their requirements, with dynamic generation IP addresses, 
which facilitates dynamic IP addresses [5]. SDN supports 
virtual network services and simplifies data center 
infrastructure through dynamic connection between VMs and 
servers with resources. 

Introduction of OpenFlow based SDN in cloud networks 
improved the security, scalability and portability of the 
resources in the cloud. It gives client exact location of the 

physical resource shared in the cloud. In OpenFlow based 
networking environment, networking hardware itself act as a 
firewall. Network switches are programmed with OpenFlow 
rules to block the unwanted and malicious traffic in the 
network. To fulfill the increased demands of customers, 
scalability feature is improved with the help of dynamic 
networking [5], [6]. 

The main drivers for dynamic network virtualization are 
fast network, higher efficiency in utilizing the network 
resources and cost reduction. In dynamic network first 
requirement is the virtualization of the data center networks 
(DCN). Hence, the network virtual layer which is also called 
hypervisor is developed to virtualize the network resources to 
make a pool of network devices like, switches and routers 
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[7]. The hypervisor provides an actual mechanism to 
implement the functional network virtualization. The 
hypervisor’s job is to fulfill the demands of clients by 
managing resources effectively. A multiple module virtual 
environment can have multiple hypervisors that can be used to 
provision and manage the resources available in the cloud [8]. 

A. Virtualization: Network of Virtual Machine Instances 

Virtualization has a great impact on IaaS solutions of cloud 
service providers. Some examples of IaaS solutions are 
Nimbus, Open Nebula, Eucalyptus and Open stack [8]. 
Infrastructure virtualization separates the data plane from the 
control plane. A virtual infrastructure is defined by virtualizing 
the various physical resources and control programs on the data 
plane for provisioning. Each virtual infrastructure has its 
private set of control application programs within the control 
server. The users can choose the programmed control modules 
to prepare their customize environment, which includes, 
routing, network management, virtual machine migration 
control and so on [9]. 

OpenFlow, Open vSwitch, OpenNebula and One Cloud are 
the SDN based technologies used to implement the 
virtualization in the cloud. Open vSwitch is implemented 
through standard management interfaces such as, sFlow, 
NetFlow and can be customized programmatically. It is used to 
manage the network traffic between physical hosts and VMs 
[10]. OpenNebula frameworks are specially designed to 
manage the virtualized infrastructure which provides private, 
public and hybrid IaaS. The hypervisor supported by 
OpenNebula are KVM, VMware and Xen. This provides a 
centralized management interface for virtual and physical 
resources. It also supports high extensible plug-in framework 
management tools like, VM schedulers, virtual image 
managers to increase the capability of the resources offered 
[11]. One Cloud allows users to provision virtual machine 
instances using KVM hypervisor. It is an IaaS system. 
OpenFlow network and Open vSwitch are used as a virtual 
bridge to connect all the hypervisors physically. 

B.  Cloud Services Feasible in Virtualized Network 

To improve the performance of the cloud we required to 
implement the virtualization of DCNs. This makes the cloud 
services feasible for almost all types of clients. The 
virtualization of DCNs optimizes the cloud service to its 
maximum extent. As we discussed above also that the 
maximum impact of virtualization of network is on the IaaS 
services. DCNs list all the VMs on DCNs servers so as all the 
available resources can be utilized at the maximum 
optimization. The DCNs are also responsible for the 
maintenance, repairs and addition and deletion of resources 
into the resource pool on DCN servers [12]. DCN provides 
connection of hundreds of data centers in such an efficient 
way, so that cloud computing services can expand easily. It 
helps to implement the reliable and secure communication 
between the various services. 

III. SECURITY CONSIDERATION IN SDN 

Security is one of the major concerns in computer science 
as companies, government services and individuals rely on 
computer networks for their day to day activities. The amount 

and sensitivity of data stored on network has considerably 
increased over the time. Viruses, Worms, Distributed Denial of 
Service (DDoS), Spyware and Trojan Horses the common 
heard jargons are generally considered as the common types of 
threats and attacks to network security. DDoS attacks overload 
the network with too much traffic by sending lots of 
information on the network. Thus it affects network bandwidth, 
memory, CPU and so on. If the network goes offline it can 
cause money and time loss to companies. Most importantly if 
DDoS takes down servers meant for network security, the 
whole network is open to the threats and attacks. Attackers try 
to steal data, they want to ruin the network, or try to use 
network for unlawful activities. Therefore every connection in 
network could be an opportunity for attackers. Strong security 
measures are required that not only protect network users and 
infrastructure from threats, but also evolve as networks evolve. 
Effective security not just creates a shield on network, it helps 
each entity associated with network to thrive and focus with 
freedom. In the light of given context, this topic elaborated 
how security has enhanced with SDN platform and cover the 
security challenges with SDN. SDN that was developed to 
obtain simplified and secure networking [13]-[18], attain 
security with dynamic access control, detection and mitigation 
of attacks and robust traffic monitoring. 

A. Security Threats to SDN 

SDN is an emerging network technology with flexible and 
agile environment for network traffic control proposed by 
many companies and researchers such as [19]-[21]. This novel 
approach comes across significant issues in availability, 
scalability and security [22]-[23]. Whenever there is new 
platform, service or infrastructure hackers try to go into that 
new option. Since SDN is based on programmable control 
interface, in SDN how the operators deal with the software has 
major impact on security. If the administrators and software 
developers not properly deal with security folks, it could have 
negative impact on security and result in security gap. If there 
is any compromise in controller and applications, whole 
network is affected. Fig. 2 represents the points in different 
layers that could be target of security attacks in SDN. The 
attacks on threat points cause forge traffic flow between 
switches, affect communication between controller and switch. 

A physical damage, link failure, or attacks on a vulnerable 
controller [24]-[25] in worst cases results in paralysis of whole 
network. With the compromised controller, traffic could 
transfer to compromised nodes, and hacker could insert 
malware, monitor traffic and could even modify the packet 
contents. As in SDN route flows among security devices, the 
consequence of an affected controller could be very 
catastrophic. In case the communication between data plane 
and control plane is not appropriately secured entire network 
security is compromised. Man in the middle attack (with DNS 
spoofing, ARP Spoofing, session hijacking etc.) between 
controller and switch, DoS attacks, reply attacks, dodged 
network access policy by malicious users and unclear 
management of encrypted packets are threats to data 
forwarding plane layer [22], [26]. Whereas DDoS is a threat 
for control layer [22], [26] and illegal access affects application 
layer [22]. Effective diagnosis of faults and assurance of 
speedy recovery in SDN remains a security issue if trusted 
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resources are not incorporated in infrastructure [27]. A 
thorough analysis of SDN challenges and threats reveals that 
still lots of research, investigations and efforts required for 

transforming this novel techniques into more reliable and 
secure infrastructure [28]. 

 

Fig. 2. Threat points in SDN infrastructure.

B. Enforcing Network wide Security Policies 

So far, brief introduction of SDN in context of cloud and 
the concerns regarding the security around SDN is given. The 
intense research and development in SDN has resulted in 
dramatically evolving technology with varied security 
solutions to threats and attacks. The different ways to define 
and enforce security policies are summarized in this section. 
The security policy in network is generally defined as the 
routing rules, or the actions that are allowed or forbidden in the 
network. Effective security policy improves quality of service 
(QoS), and filters the traffic. The security policy for 
information shared in network could be based on measurable 
documented standards, and procedure for policy enforcement 
and disaster recovery. Security policies in SDN spread security 
in the network with better visibility to network traffic, 
segregation of services in infrastructure, rigorous monitoring of 
sensitive data and through inspection of suspicious devices. 

Careful design and implementation of SDN controllers and 
their access control policy is strongly required for network 
security. Dynamic access control framework implemented in 
Resonance [29], where controller implements policies with 
programmable switches. In this research controller provide 
central authentication and compromised host is segregated. A 
four state architecture that resembles framework elaborated in 
[29] was presented with high level policy language in [30]. 
Access control list and polices for NOX controller as core 
component of flow based policy enforcement discussed in [31]. 
The issues between access control and high level policies in 
switch and firewall are tackled in [32]. Security enforcement 
kernel FORT-NOX designed for role based authentication, 
conflict detection and resolution and rule based authorization 
covered in [33]. An interesting feature of [33] is OpenFlow 
switches are prevented from packet header modification to 
bypass firewall. Enforcement of security policy support QoS, 
network monitoring in real-time environment and problem 
detection [34]-[35]. SDN utilized in [36] for better 

performance and to resolve traditional network security threats. 
Network services and security improved in this architecture 
with validation of sources addresses. Flexible, secure and 
scalable network management architecture for large scale 
networks [16] enforces security policy and dynamic load 
balancing in hybrid network with programmable devices. In 
FLOWGUARD (a centralized firewall) violations in firewall 
security policy are detected and resolved with policy 
enforcement on top of the controller [37]. SIMPLE, the work 
in [38] introduces resource management, flow correlation and 
policy manager for sending packets through various middle 
boxes. Load balancing ensured in SIMPLE while installing the 
rules (translated middleboxes specific policies) in SDN 
switches. 

The scripting language to add security policy to SDN in 
conjunction with NOX controller incorporated in FRESCO 
security framework [39]. Scripting language used in 
development of security applications. Controller program for 
monitoring and configuration of policies [40], an advance 
language for network policies for control architecture Procera 
[41], and network security policy in human readable language 
for responding to alerts in OpenSec framework [42] represent 
few of the research work in policy language. 

C. Security Control in Multiple Layers 

A review of techniques used to secure network by 
implementing security policies reveals that security studies are 
generally layer oriented. Each security solution pays more 
attention to threats and attacks on some specific layer. In SDN 
architecture, the three layer architecture is represented as 
application layer, control layer, and infrastructure layer as 
shown in Fig. 1. FlowNAC [15] support user authentication 
and grant rights to the users for network access. Frameworks in 
[15] and [42], OpenSec designed to deal with the security 
issues of switches. Switch level security in [42] is improved 
with spam detection, packet inspection and intrusion detection. 
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Research work in [16]-[17], [33], [41] provide 
countermeasures to security issues with control layer. They 
have more impact on security with automatic user 
authentication [16], virtual IP allocated to host [17], monitoring 
with varied granularity [18], avoidance of conflicts in rules 
[33], and with detection and tracking capabilities [37]. The 
security of both infrastructure layer and control layer are 
considered in [13], [29], [36] with DDoS detection, access 
control and unwanted traffic control respectively. Authors in 
[39] elaborate security mechanism for control and application 
layer with threat detection and mitigation. 

D. How OpenFlow Enhance SDN Security 

OpenFlow as one of the most popular specification of SDN 
significantly improved network security and reliability. Many 
of the switches in SDN are now adopted with OpenFlow 
interface. OpenFlow protocol provides secure communication 
between switches and controller with SSL and TLS encryption. 
SDN based on OpenFlow delivers better performance in terms 
of load balancing, routing, firewall configuration and traffic 
management [43]. In OpenFlow based SDN it’s easy to alter 
packet flow rules, and now many researchers have introduced 
it in intrusion detection systems, mobile networks, and wireless 
sensor networks [44]. With the survey of security solutions for 
SDN, few research efforts that enhance security of OpenFlow 
based SDN architecture is being identified. 

DDoS attacks detection with NOX controller and 
OpenFlow switches covered in [13]. OpenFlow Random host 
mutation [16] uses OpenFlow for IP mutation in SDN. In this 
approach [24] end host is protected from adversaries through 
unpredictable and random mutation of host IP. Resonance [29] 
for dynamic access control and distributed network monitoring 
uses OpenFlow switches and controllers. FORT-NOX [33] 
directly implemented on NOX as C++ extension is security 
enforcement kernel. Prioritization of security rules covered in 
[33] with southbound API. VAVE platform [36] was presented 
for OpenFlow architecture and engaged OpenFlow protocol for 
effective validation of source address. VAVE ensures 
information privacy and prevents spoofed and forged attack on 
data that pass through OpenFlow interface. FRESCO [39] a 
development framework for SDN based security applications 
incorporate security enforcement kernel that is integrated with 
OpenFlow controller. Research efforts in [42] provide solution 
to security challenges in switches with OpenFlow enabled 
framework. 

E. Threats and Vulnerabilities with SDN utilization in Cloud 

As discussed in Sections 1 and 2 that SDN and OpenFlow 
align well with cloud computing due to the scaling and 
dynamic nature of cloud. Since SDN is a step towards offering 
dynamic virtualization services to clouds, and fully virtualized 
data centers, therefore extensive research and development 
required to have a clear understanding of its security 
implications. SDN has some related threats and attacks that are 
either similar to challenges in traditional networks or specific 
for SDN. The different aspects of security and vulnerabilities 
with SDN based cloud briefly covered in this section. A 
detailed discussion on mechanisms elaborated in researches for 
development of secure OpenFlow based cloud environment 
covered in Section 4. The opportunities and vulnerabilities 

related to cloud security with SDN are thoroughly discussed in 
[45]. 

A centralized and global view of SDN when employed in 
cloud environment with multiple tenants and shared resources 
require well defined boundaries for user privileges and limited 
functionalities passed on to users. SDN provide better control 
of VLAN and firewall implementation. In dynamic cloud 
environment quick response to attacks is very important. 
Though evolution of SDN evolves virtual machine migration, 
but appropriate security measures are required to avoid attacks 
on VM traffic. Reliability of cloud could be a major issue if 
numbers of SDN controllers are limited. As failure of 
controller has drastic impact on whole network. Problems of 
inaccuracy and unreliability in network management problem 
extend to control plane. SDN with central controller and 
network switches can enforce policy, but it is not as simple as 
it seems to be. Defining policies on high level such as in cloud 
require refined frameworks that ensure security with 
performance. Any negligence in configuration of security 
policies may cause data leakage, unauthorized access of 
controller, modification of flow rules, and data modification 
[55]. How SDN could help to decrease security risks, or 
worsens the security risk in cloud environment covered in [55]. 

IV. CLOUD SECURITY AND OPENFLOW 

Though, potentials of SDN for on demand services and 
applications for the user community cannot be denied. This 
advancement can induce unpredictable traffic across Cloud 
network which cannot be eluded by means of traditional 
approaches. Hence, SDN should equipped with centralized 
tools to monitor traffic flows so as the security modules of the 
SDN networks. In this section, the plethora of research work 
suggested for SDN will be elaborated. 

A. Security Frameworks of SDN 

In [46], researchers proved that, adversaries passively and 
actively can fingerprint SDN networks. They have showed 
probability of fingerprinting of SDN network by means of RTT 
and packet pair dispersion. SDN never considered impairment 
confinement policy with respective damage recovery as 
mentioned by [47]. 

Control plane guides traffic rules whenever the data plane 
requires to control network. However, these kinds of scripting 
policies can harm SDN seriously when the data plane floods 
the request flow change to the control plane. Furthermore, 
Cloud computing techniques hide resources, such as physical 
servers, used processors, and OS from users. This technique 
enables network admin to divide a single processor into many 
independent servers. This flexibility also allows migrating 
server into other machine in case of failure. However, this 
migration should consider network topology of the failure 
machine. Because physical sever is connected to the network 
which won’t be moved, moving virtual LAN from one network 
to other network creates networking issues. However, SDN is 
relatively new technology and creates new risks. Specifically, 
compromised network elements can affect the whole SDN 
architecture because of its centralized approach [47]. 

Static address assignment to the network always allows the 
remote users to scan and send the probe to the remote network. 
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However, because of limitation of DHCP and NAT protocols, 
yet IP address change is required at random pace and 
frequently so as to avoid scanning [27]. Nevertheless, this 
method is not effective for the DDoS and application layer 
attacks. However, to distinguish between normal traffic and 
abnormal traffic of huge size is very difficult in a distributed 
network environment. These challenges are addressed in [13]. 
They have implemented self-organizing Maps, which are 
traffic aware unsupervised artificial neural network. These 
Maps are used to distinguish normal and abnormal traffic flow. 

One more daunting task is security monitoring of large 
scaled network. In [48], they have focused on how to route 
network traffic for network equipment’s than analyzing the 
network traffic. Yet another, approach in monitoring traffic is 
Cloud Watchers[39], in this approach, network traffic bypasses 
to the network security devices by using programing scripts. In 
[Resonance], they have delegated traffic management to the 
network devices. Researchers [Resonance] have used 
programmable network elements to control network traffic. 
These lower level network switches are programmed to drop 
and redirect traffic whenever they sense real-time alerts in the 
traffic. In [49], middle boxes are used to induce network-wide 
policy enforcement on the outgoing to packets to provide 
useful information on host and source states. 

Scripting network policies on vendor specific network 
devices is rigorous. Furthermore, these network policies induce 
configuration complexity apart from latency to adopt dynamic 
nature of the network traffic. Hence, network policy scripting 
is challenging process for the dynamic environment of SDN. In 
[42], an OpenFlow-based security framework is proposed and 
it allows a network security administrator to generate and apply 
security policies scripted in English like languages. 

However, scripting network policies, such as enforcing 
RPKI-Based Routing Policy on the Data Plane at an Internet 
Exchange [50], will remain main concern for the network 
operators till SDN adopts new patches of security policies. To 
mention few, IDS is the choice for the network administrator to 
identify abnormal rate bounds at the control panel. Another set 
of solution in line with new security policies is to use 
autonomic trust management solution for SDN [51]. This 
policy is built on the adaptive trust model which enables 
requirement, assessment, instituting, and guaranteeing the trust 
of network elements according to observation measured at the 
runtime. Network operators can make use of cryptographic 
models of multiple certification environments between various 
network subdomains. In [46], they have proposed solution for 
the adversary attack (injecting probe) on the SDN network by 
passively or actively collecting traffic exchanged with the SDN 
network. 

In [52], they have proposed API for packet generation for 
OpenFlow switches. The API for packet generation allows 
partition between controller’s switch and functions, hence 
allowing the controller to bypass assigned tasks. However, 
these methods are not tested well for the security concern. In 
view of this discussion topics has been summarized few SDN 
security use cases

 
that are essential to conquer security 

breaches. SDN vulnerable to attacks but these use cases if 

implemented to some extent harden the security attacks. 

 Traffic filtering, the major network elements such as 
SDN switches can act as firewall so the content that is 
not permitted is denied. 

 DDoS Mitigation, communication between DDoS 
controller system and northbound API configures 
controller for a clean traffic pass to destination.  

 Network Slicing, logical separation in network by 
addition of slicing layer between control and data plane 
with strong isolation.  

 Network Access Control, unauthorized access 
prevented through security checks. Nodes that pass 
checks can only join network and send /receive data. 

 Security Traffic Monitoring, packet monitoring tap to 
assess the data flow improve security. 

B. Security in Future Networks 

The rapid progress in networks reveals that in the years 
2020 to 2030 almost 100 billion things will be connected with 
5G [56]. It means that new approaches are needed while 
defining the security for 5G to gain the user trust. The features 
of SDN such as network management and applications 
management are supportive in getting dynamic nature of 5G. 
Therefore dynamic and flexible security mechanisms with new 
trust and delivery models are required. Evolving 5G network 
architecture is based on SDN for communication between 
clouds, satellite systems, gateways and other devices. Security, 
resilience, robustness, privacy, trust and data integrity are main 
focus of these diverse and functional network environments 
[57]. 

The common attacks related to 5G are data manipulation, 
equipment cloning, rogue devices, unprotected endpoint entry, 
man-in-the-middle attack, spoofing, and premium content 
privacy. Most of the attacks can affect all 5G segments and a 
multilayer security model applicable from network to user 
guarantee basic security requirements. General 5G network 
architecture and its layered security vision are depicted in 
Fig. 3 and 4 respectively. 

The ongoing advances and future of cloud computing make 
it a favorable enabling technique for flexible 5G network. In 
this exploitation of advanced techniques spectrum, 
infrastructure, high performance computing will be available as 
services (anything as a service). In ANYaaS traditional data 
center services move to mobile connectivity [58], as mobile 
devices can function as resource providers [59]. OpenFlow 
operate as standard in SDN enabled mobile networks. But the 
traditional OpenFlow mechanism is not suitable in mobile 
networks in terms of security. The impact of attacks on 
OpenFlow control on SDN based mobile networks are covered 
in [61]. Proscribed use of frequency, snooping by attackers and 
privacy issues are the security issues that need to be explored 
for improved security in 5G networks [53]. The reduced client 
latency effects users’ control over the data and it leads to 
privacy, authentication and traceability issues. 
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Fig. 3. 5G network architecture.

Intelligent security management, virtual security functions, 
authentication, authorization and residents isolation build up 
the concept of virtualized security (v-security) in 5G networks 
[60]. CHARISMA [60] with extension in OpenFlow protocol, 
intrusion detection, authentication, cluster encryption at 
physical layer, virtualization of network layer, and packet 
inspection defined a security protocol suitable in 5G network 
architecture. Comprehensive study in [61] on security of 
mobile networks revealed concerns and possible options to 

handle these concerns. These both are really important to 
consider while adopting future network technologies that are 
evolution of mobile communication. Authors in [62] uncover 
security breaches that could occur due to DoS/DDoS attacks on 
control plane, system error or malicious software. The 
proposed security model in [62] is designed for 
telecommunication network where security of control and data 
plane, and the control- data interface is the major focus. 

 

 
Fig. 4. 5G layered security vision.
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V. CONCLUSION 

OpenFlow is considered in full scale deployments. Big 
giant such as Google, Cisco and many more cloud computing 
service providers are delivering services to their customers with 
SDN. Hence, security concern is considered to be important 
aspect of the technology. Very recently, plethora of research on 
this technology is suggested. Furthermore, number of 
researchers proved that, vulnerabilities do exist in the 
OpenFlow technology, namely, spoofing, tampering, 
repudiation, information disclosure, denial of service and 
elevation of privileges. These vulnerabilities can be had with 
adversary having access to single machine, group of machines 
and eventually taking control over complete network. Most of 
the suggested security modules with respect to OpenFlow are 
based on simulations of small scaled network. Undeniable, 
some of the methods considered here in the survey have 
considered lab based simulations involving very few 
processors. Hence, threats related to distributed attack such as 
DDoS is not full evaluated. Furthermore, latency sensitive 
applications running under SDN network with security enabled 
network elements is also not studied. Hence, before 
deployment of OpenFlow in a large scale requires through 
study of its vulnerabilities under the deliberation of Cloud 
benefits such as elasticity, on demand applications and smooth 
running of latency sensitive applications. The network is now 
moving from 3G, 4G to 5G. Cloud will help users to attain 
access to the capabilities of 5G. The evolution in network 
suggests modification in security models to gain user trust on 
network and services. 
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